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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This deliverable provides the state of the art of the technological and non-technological outputs of the 
CAPS projects up to January 2019. With the expression “non-technological outputs” we refer to 
scientific publications, how-to guides, tutorials, white papers, datasets and videos produced by CAPS 
projects and relevant for their target users and stakeholders. 
The CAPS Output Catalogue aims to provide an easy to access collection of the main outputs of the 
CAPS projects. This has required an intense activity on the ChiC side in order to gather, elaborate and 
validate the information of the various projects represented in the Catalogue.  
The first part of this deliverable presents an overview of the methodological approach used for the 
output identification and a description of the work done in order to produce the output catalogue. All 
outputs’ descriptions are maintained in a searchable database developed as part of the CAPSSI portal 
(https://capssi.eu/scientific-resources/) in order to facilitate access to all potential interested 
stakeholders. 23 technological outputs description have been collected and included in this report and 
in the online database (some of the outputs description included more than a tool, but those are 
combined for clarity purposes or because are complementary from the user-point of view). The 
Scientific and other non-technological outputs are also available on the CAPSSI portal and there are 
148 outputs listed. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The deliverable describes the main outputs of CAPS projects up to January 2019. This is included in 
chapter 3 and mirrored in a new section of the CAPSSI portal called: CAPS outcomes – 
(https://capssi.eu/caps-outcomes/), that is articulated in two subsections: 

• Technological outcomes (https://capssi.eu/caps-tool/) and 

• Scientific outputs and other resources (https://capssi.eu/scientific-resources/). 
In particular, D3.4 is structured as follows:  

a) Chapter 2 describes the process followed for gathering the information about the CAPS 
outputs the development of their descriptions in the two waves of information gathering and; 

b) Chapter 3 describes how the online catalogues are organised 
c) Chapter 4 includes the description of all the technological outputs collected up to January 

2019;  
d) Chapter 5 close the document. 

This deliverable is the final version of the outputs catalogue released in a first version as D3.2; it is 
one of the outputs of the task T3.3 “Data analysis, story telling and development of a catalogue of 
projects outputs”. 
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2 DATA GATHERING, OUTPUTS IDENTIFICATION AND APPROACH TO DESCRIPTION 

Digital Social Innovation processes and results are relevant not only for practitioners and social 
innovators, but also for the society at large and for different audiences such as decision makers, public 
administrations, charities and the third sector organisations and communities in the larger sense of the 
term. This implies that DSI solutions should be accessible not only to the scientific world or to 
technology developers. On the contrary, solutions fostering DSI should be disseminated and known 
by the largest possible audience in order to amplify their impact and their application in everyday life. 
Keeping in mind this crucial objective, as already described in D3.1, ChiC has implemented a strategy 
to support CAPS projects in making their results and outputs more visible and easier to understand to 
any potentially interested stakeholder such as users, investors and up-takers. 
To accomplish this, the ChiC action has been twofold: ChiC has worked on the translation of technical 
results produced by the projects in concepts easy to understand for anyone; ChiC has collected all the 
outputs in an online catalogue available on the CAPSSI portal that has been updated according to the 
projects’ developments. The final aim is to provide a unique and trustable source of information about 
the socio-technical solutions developed by the CAPS projects during the project lifetime. 
The process of data gathering, and output catalogue structure are described in the following 
subsections. 
 

2.1 Data Gathering Process  

The description of the outputs has followed the process already defined in D3.1, and here summarised, 
combining research activities for the identification of good practices and for the outputs.  
As reported more extensively in D3.3, the data gathering process which is crucial for the identification 
of the outputs to be included in this deliverable and published on the online database has been based 
on a structured questionnaire (see D3.3) made to collecting information about several aspects of the 
CAPS projects.  
The questionnaires have been, first of all, compiled by the ChiC team accessing all possible available 
information on each project. The scouting, indeed, has been conducted by looking at projects’ websites, 
CORDIS pages, public available deliverables, conference papers, video and other public sources.  
Once this material was collected through desk research and web ethnography, CAPS projects’ 
coordinators were contacted for a dedicated interview to collect missing information and validate the 
data already collected by the ChiC team. The validation process has been a crucial step to verify that 
information collected was accurate and not misunderstood by the researchers in charge of the data 
gathering. 
As scheduled, some of the interviews were done face-to-face and took place in Volos during the 2nd 
Community Workshop in July 2017. For the projects that were not at the event, interviews were 
scheduled in September 2017 and October 2017.  
Regarding the specific process of identifying the outputs to publish, it is possible to say that the 
identification started from a dedicated question inserted in the questionnaire. This question was asked 
directly of the projects based on outputs available and all related information (Table 1).  
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Name 
of the 
output 

Short 
description 
and link to 
a dedicated 
webpage (if 
available) 

Technological 
Readiness 
Level at the 
beginning of 
the project. 

Technological 
Readiness 
Level at the 
present stage 

What is 
needed for 
using it in 
terms of 
Skills, 
Equipment: 
and Time 

Link to 
support 
materials, 
manuals, 
etc. 

Cost of 
maintenance 
after the end 
of the 
project. 

Licence 
used for 
the 
release 

        
        
        
        

Table 1 Output related questions in the ChiC questionnaire 

By cross checking the replies collected in the above Table with contents available online, it has been 
possible to identify the technological outputs ready at the end of the Y1.  
According to the results of the research, the ChiC team has discussed the best way to communicate the 
outputs to the right audience. Finally, to develop a new section of the CAPSSI portal using a non-
technical approach and an easy terminology was decided. Then, the ChiC team developed output 
descriptions for all the solutions ready at the time. Almost all the outputs were validated by the 
projects’ coordinators1 before publishing the content online. The final verification of the outputs 
included in the first version of the Catalogue took place in October/November 2017. After that date 
the ChiC team periodically asked to the projects updates about their outputs to be included in the 
second and final version of the catalogue. This implied adding new tools (5) or updating tools already 
included in the first version (6). In the remaining cases there was no need for updates accordingly to 
the related project teams. The possibility to update the Output catalogue was mentioned during the 
Monthly Coordination Call organizes by the ChiC team on a regular base in 2018 and through 
dedicated emails in October and November 2018. 
About the Scientific output catalogue it is accessible here: https://capssi.eu/scientific-resources/ and 
includes 148 outputs which can be described as follows: 12 articles in peer-reviewed journals, 5 articles 
in non-peer reviewed journal, 33 peer-reviewed articles presented in conferences, 15 books/books 
chapters, 56 conference outputs including presentations, articles and similar, 6 data sets, 3 videos, 5 
How-to guide or manuals, 2 policy recommendations, 3 white paper and 8 resources classified us 
“other” which include training materials, PhD thesis and project presentations.  
 

2.2 Output Catalogue structure and its categories  

In addition to the identification of the outputs ready to be disseminated, the ChiC team also worked on 
the construction of a standard template to be used for the outputs’ description. As written in D3.1, the 
aim was to have "an appealing and easy way to navigate a web repository, as part of the CAPS portal, 
with all the outputs searchable by using different criteria".   
In line with that, an important task has been the definition of categories used to perform the search 
through criteria which make it possible to find differences and commonalities among CAPS projects.  
The template was organised in 15 fields as follows:  

1) Name of the output 
2) Name of the project 
3) Short description of the project 

                                                   
1 Only one project didn’t provide feedback 
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4) Project website  
5) Project logo 
6) Output website 
7) Output description 
8) Output picture/video 
9) What you need to use it 
10) Link to sources/documentation/support 
11) How to contribute to the project 
12) UN sustainability goals 
13) Project benefits 
14) Technological area  
15) Solution for whom? 

According to the catalogue structure the two fields: “Project Benefits” and “Technological Area” are 
the two categories used to perform the search on the online catalogue with further technical 
information provided in Chapter 3. 
Before going further with the technical description of how the online catalogue works and which 
outputs are available at the moment of writing, the following paragraphs describe the above-listed 
categories. 
 

2.3 Categories description 

To better define each output, a catch phrase was developed enabling the readers to have an 
immediate understanding of what the output is about and engaging their interest  
 
Short description of the project 
The short project description intends to provide a clear and easy overview of the project that generates 
a specific output. The description has been created by stressing the importance of the general scope of 
the project in relation to challenges and opportunities of our time.  
Project website  
Project website allows to access more information about the project and provide contacts for interested 
readers. 
Project logo 
Logos are important in order to visualize the projects for a quick identity and recognition factor 
keeping in mind which solution belongs to which project. 
Output website 
The need to have both the output website in addition to the project website is clear. The output website 
is not necessarily hosted, directly linked, or easy to find in the project websites. In some cases, the 
output has a different website containing all needed information.  
Output description 
The description of the output is a concise description of what the solution does and how it functions. 
This category is the central one for the output catalogue and should attract the attention of the interested 
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audiences inviting them to learn more about it.  
Output picture/video 
This field provides a catchy image or video that represents the output to immediately provide some 
insight in the solution. The images and video are all retrieved from official project’s sources. 
What you need to use it 
Once a reader is interested in an output, the reader also needs to know if her/his organisation has the 
technical equipment and/or the skills needed to use that output. This section provides more information 
on this aspect.  
Link to sources/documentation/support 
In this field, all the information about relevant documentation or sources related to the output can be 
retrieved in order to provide additional material and contents to the user that wants to investigate more 
on the provided solution.  
How to contribute to the project 
As an essential characteristic of the CAPS community, most of the projects are adopting an open 
source approach and applying creative commons licenses. In many cases, it is possible to contribute 
to codes and further outputs’ developments and the link to contribute where it is possible is posted and 
accessible to everyone.  
UN sustainability goals 
All the outputs have been linked to the UN sustainable development goals in order to stress the strong 
relation of the final aims between the CAPS community and the UN goals and the contribution of the 
projects towards those important goals. The Table below reports on the UN sustainability goals (see 
Table 2).  
 

1 End poverty in all its forms everywhere 

2 End hunger, achieve food security and improved nutrition and promote sustainable agriculture 

3 Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages 

4 Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for 
all 

5 Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls 

6 Ensure availability and sustainable management of water and sanitation for all 

7 Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy for all 

8 Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment 
and decent work for all 

9 Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and sustainable industrialization and foster 
innovation 

10 Reduce inequality within and among countries 

11 Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable 

12 Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns 

13 Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts 
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14 Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine resources for sustainable 
development 

15 Protect, restore and promote sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainably manage 
forests, combat desertification, and halt and reverse land degradation and halt biodiversity loss 

16 Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, provide access to justice 
for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels 

17 Strengthen the means of implementation and revitalize the global partnership for sustainable 
development 

Table 2 UN sustainability goals 

Project’s benefits 
Once all CAPS projects’ information has been collected, the ChiC team has formulated and listed 12 
main benefits that the projects’ outputs can produce if used and adopted. The list of the main benefits 
is shown below: each project output has been assigned to at least one of the benefits. 

• Make everyday life more sustainable 

• Measure and act against pollution 

• Make citizens’ voices heard 

• Make communities more resilient 

• Make better informed decisions about economy, production and consumption 

• Get in touch with persons with similar interests, values and needs 

• Make ICT more inclusive and respectful of users’ rights 

• Learn more about ICT for social good and collaborative practices 

• Support social inclusion 

• Promote education and collaborative learning 

• Support sustainable production practices 

• Promote health and wellbeing 
 
Technological area 

As for the projects’ benefit categories, it has been possible to summarise the main technological areas 
in which the outputs are “moving”. Seven categories have been identified and linked to the outputs. 
The "other" option has been kept to aggregate outputs that do not belong to any of the below-listed 
categories. The list of the technological areas proposed has also been by the work done by the IA4SI 
project2 in terms of technological outputs mapping and the parallel effort of the DSI4EU project.  

• Big Data 

• IoT 

• Open Networks 

• Open Knowledge 

                                                   
2 Bellini, F., Passani, A., Klitsi, M., Vanobbergher, (2016), Exploring the impact of Collective Awareness Platforms for 
Sustainability and Social Innovation, Rome, Eurokleis press.  
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• Open Data 

• Open Hardware 

• Mobile 

• Other 
 
Solution for whom 
This field describes the main target audiences for each output, or, the output’s potential user and 
beneficiaries. The list below is also from the work done by the IA4SI project in mapping CAPS 
stakeholders. 

• Social innovation organisations and networks 

• Social movements and activists 

• Makers 

• Universities and research centres 

• Researchers 

• Large companies in the ICT sector 

• Large companies outside the ICT sector 

• SMEs in the ICT sector 

• SMEs outside the ICT sector 

• NGOs, associations, charities and social enterprises 

• Software developers 

• Decision makers 

• Public administrations 

• Citizens at large 

• People at risk of social exclusion 

• CAPS projects 
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3 OUTPUT CATALOGUE: FIRST COLLECTION 

The CAPS technological outputs are published within a dedicated section of the CAPS portal 
(capssi.eu), which is the main media channel of the whole CAPS ecosystem. The CAPS portal has in 
fact an excellent search engine ranking and a growing number of visitors, establishing itself as one of 
the major news outlet for the international Digital Social Innovation community.  
 

3.1 Digital Social Innovation Solution: the output catalogue online 
The technological and non technological projects’ outputs have been organized and indexed in a new 
dedicated area of the CAPSSI portal under: https://capssi.eu/caps-outcomes/. It is presented as “CAPS 
outcomes” and has two sections: “Technological outcomes” and “Scientific outcomes and other 
resources”.  
In the “technological outcomes” section, each solution has been indexed following the categories 
described in the previous section. They have been creatively and clearly displayed, with rich contents 
and links to each of the CAPS projects behind them. We have also dedicated specific attention to the 
organization of the contents to maximize a friendly end-user approach and easy navigation within the 
different information provided. 
 

 
Figure 1 Screenshot of the CAPS output entry page  

The contents have been published taking into account the search criteria, key words and interests of 
the website visitors. We have included two major entry points, as searchable criteria: 
Main Benefits: articulated to facilitate the understanding of the benefits of each solution while linking 
to their area of interest, covering the entire spectrum of activities run by the CAPS projects.  
Technology areas: which can quickly address to specific technology segments. The editorial work 
was precisely oriented to avoid “jargon” terminology and offer an exhaustive and simple search 
process. 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2 Screenshot of an example of the CAPS output search result  

Once the users apply the filters the results appear just below in the same page highlighting the 
projects’ output corresponding to his/her research. For each output a synthetic text box presents: 

• the Title of the output 
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• the Project which developed it  

• the relevant Target groups (Solution for whom?) 
 

Each of these labels are dynamic, so it is possible to click on them to sort all the entries related to 
them, in order to allow an easy and customizable search in the hands of the web user.  
Finally, the last step brings the visitor to the webpage dedicated to each project’s Output extensive 
description. 
 

 
Figure 3 Screenshot of a CAPS project’s output page (top area) 

 
Each project’s output page is organized providing: 
On the top-left side: 

• Title of the project’s output catalogue highlighted on the top black header  

• Logo of the project who developed the output 

• Brief description of the project 

• Link to the project’s website 
 

On the top-right side we highlight the main dynamic labels corresponding to the project’s output 
(Clickable for a quick search of the item): 

• Main benefits 

• Target audience 

• Technology areas 
 

The top area is completed with the UN Goals icons corresponding to the output (not dynamic). 
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Figure 4 Screenshot of a CAPS project’s output page (scrolling down) 

As stated in the previous section, the output’s page is completed with the following information: 

• The description of the project output profiles the technology developed, the goal it aims to 
achieve, the application already in place and the benefit for the users. Where available the 
page is enriched with videos and images which can further present the technology output and 
further engages the visitors.  

• The final two paragraphs are directly engaging the visitors, suggesting how to use the project’s 
output, what it is needed to use it in terms of devices and/or applications (e.g. mobile phone, 
software, sensors) and in terms of specific technical knowledge (e.g. programming skills). 

• For some of the projects, the participation and contribution to the development of the 
technology platform is also welcomed and encouraged.  

 
 Figure 5 Screenshot of a CAPS project’s output page (bottom of the page) 

The “Scientific outcomes and other resources” (https://capssi.eu/scientific-resources/) section presents 
the scientific outputs produced by the CAPS projects and other results such as videos, tutorials, 
guidebooks, whitepapers and more. The contents are organized and searchable by “Project” and by 
“Type of Resources”.  
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For each project presented in the filter dropdown menu we highlight the number of resources 
published. 
The type of resources listed in the filter is variegated and include: 

• Articles in non-peer reviewed journal 

• Article in peer reviewed conference 

• Articles in peer reviewed journal 

• Books and Books’ chapters 

• Conference outputs (workshops proceedings, papers and presentations) 

• Datasets 

• How-to guides, toolkits and manuals 

• Policy recommendations  

• White papers 

• Videos 

• Training material 

• Other 

 
Figure 6 Screenshot of a CAPS project’s Scientific outputs and other resources page (preview area) 

A preview of the scientific outputs and other resources is presented in the same page, providing the 
title of the resource, the project and the type of resource. A direct link to the resource is provided for 
an easy access.  
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3.2 The output catalogues online: the design and technical approach 
The design and structure of the online catalogues is built to facilitate the understanding and the search 
of the CAPS solutions. As already mentioned, it is hosted in the CAPSSI portal (WordPress based) 
and has a dedicated space with access from the main menu and the right sidebar. The design is 
completely responsive (adapted to all devices) and follows a logic of shapes and colours to improve 
the user experience while facilitating the browsing. 
The catalogue is built using the custom type features of WordPress together with custom templates for 
each of the steps (pages) of the process, leveraging on the powerful search functionalities of 
WordPress. The search engine has been developed to avoid empty results, that means that the 2 drop-
down fields propose only items which has a result, even when combined. Finally, the drop-down fields 
show dynamically the number of results that we would have for each option. 
As part of the CAPSSI portal, the outputs catalogue takes advantage of a good SEO ranking. But on 
top of it, the catalogue itself is built taking into account the SEO main features to optimise the 
positioning on the most popular search engines. 
The table below shows an overview of the most visited CAPS technological outcomes (from August 
2017 to January 2019) as well as the page for the scientific outcomes (from April 2018 to January 
2019): 

PAGE VIEWS 

/caps-tool/ 1626 

comrades-platform/ 226 

assett-platform/ 172 

capsella-data-management-system/ 144 

mazi-toolkit/ 124 

savingfood-platform-reduce-food-waste-and-increase-communities-resilience/ 62 

open-hardware-sensors-for-citizen-science/ 58 

commonfare-platform/ 52 

stars4all-photometer-network-measuring-light-pollution-worldwide-in-real-time/ 44 

scientific-resources/ 396 

Table 3 Traffic analytic from the CAPS outcomes web pages 
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3.3 Index of the Technological outputs 

PROJECT OUTPUT 

ASSET Social shopping for critical consumers 

CAPSELLA Solutions for empowering sustainable farming 

CAPTOR Fighting against ozone pollution! 

CHAINREACT Enabling a fair, transparent supply chain 

COMRADES Boosting community resilience in disasters 

CROD4ROADS Encouraging more sustainable car and road usage 

CROD4ROADS A reward for your time 

EMPATIA Supporting democratic participation in cities’ budgets 

MakingSense Citizen Sensing: Open hardware sensors for citizen science 

MAZI Supporting local community wireless networks 

MAZI Reflecting on our online experiences 

OpenMaker Supporting collaboration between makers and manufacturing 

POWER Tackling water issues through participation 

SavingFood Reduce food waste and increase community resilience 

Socratic A space for change makers for a sustainable society 

PieNews A platform for collaborative welfare provision 

Stars4All Measuring light pollution worldwide in real time 

Stars4All Light pollution: learning by playing 

Stars4All Cleaning data set and have fun while doing it: citizens science and gaming 

hackAir Make a picture: monitor air pollution! 

PROFIT Increase citizens financial awareness 

NextLeap Developing tools for protecting citizens’ digital rights 

MAKE-IT Tech solutions for and by makers 

Table 4 Digital Social Innovation Catalogue Index 
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4 CAPS PROJECTS TECHNOLOGICAL OUTPUTS 

This section compiles the outputs that are available on the CAPSSI portal based on the date of the 
submission of this deliverable. 

4.1 Social shopping for critical consumers 
 

Main Benefits Target audience Technology areas 

Make better informed decisions about 
economy, production and consumption Citizens  Big Data 

Make everyday life more sustainable Large companies outside 
the ICT sector IoT 

Support sustainable production 
practices 

SMEs outside the ICT 
sector Mobile Apps 

Make everyday life more sustainable Social movements and 
activists Open Knowledge 

Make ICT more inclusive and respectful 
of users’ rights  Open Data 

 

UN Sustainable goals 

 
 

Developed by: Asset 

 
Many European citizens are interested in addressing environmental issues through a more conscious 
and critical approach to consumption. At the same time, more than 40% of all consumers know little 
about the environmental impact of the products they buy and use. Moreover, the impact on the 
environment is not the only important aspect for consumers: the quality of a product and its price are 
also important, and for many, dietary restrictions strongly influence their purchasing behaviours. 
ASSET studies consumers’ behaviours and develops a technological solution enabling consumers to 
access the information they need for selecting the products that better answer to their preferences. 
The general philosophy and idea of ASSET is that by supporting better informed individual purchasing 
decision and also by sharing attitudes and feedback on product’s aspects, it is possible to foster the 
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emergence of collective awareness and support the appetite for sustainability, transforming the simple 
act of personal shopping in possible forms of boycotting and critical consumerism campaigns. 
Visit the ASSET Project website here 

Description of the outcome 
The ASSET Platform combines user localization technologies, a sensor network, an open data 
repository and a smartphone application, allowing the matching of users’ purchasing preferences with 
product information without the need of scanning a barcode and navigating very specific and often 
confusing information. 
The practical functioning of the project idea is quite simple: consumers enter their purchasing criteria 
(for example they want only environmental friendly products and is vegetarian) in the mobile 
application. At the supermarket, they can point their mobile phone to a specific product and can have 
all the necessary information about the characteristics of single products and the degree to which the 
product respects their criteria. 
As such, ASSET is a vital instrument for consumers who already buy on the basis of personal and 
sustainable criteria, and also for those who have not previously considered with great attention the 
possibility of choosing on the basis of such aspects due to time or information considerations. With 
Asset, it is possible to achieve all these objectives just with a smartphone, an application and a 
supermarket that has implemented the system. Being an informed, aware and environmental-friendly 
consumer has never been so easy! 
Learn more here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ub69n1-Pq2w 

 
Figure 7 Screenshot of the ASSET video (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uur5BXXspgI) 

What you need to use it 
The solution is first of all for supermarkets interested in providing a more personalised service to their 
customers. Interested retailers should contact the project team by writing to 
johannes.klinglmayr@lcm.at. Once the supermarket adopts the ASSET solution, their client will only 
need a mobile phone with internet connection for downloading and using the app. 

Do you want to contribute? 
In this phase the project team is interested in hearing from citizens concerns and information needs 
about products. People interested in sharing this kind of information please contact the project 
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coordinator at johannes.klinglmayr@lcm.at 

4.2 Solutions for empowering sustainable farming 
 

Main Benefits Target audience Technology areas 

Make communities more resilient Large companies outside 
the ICT sector Open Data 

Support sustainable production 
practices 

SMEs outside the ICT 
sector E-Infrastructures 

Enhance transparency in the production 
chain 

NGOs, associations, 
charities and social 
enterprises, researchers 

Web applications  

 Farmers’ associations and 
communities  

 Public sector and citizens  

 Data related SMEs.   

 SMEs dealing with agro-    
biodiversity  

 
 

 

UN Sustainable goals 

  
 
 
 

 

Developed by: CAPSELLA 

 

 
For many, agriculture and ICTs are distant worlds, or even totally opposing fields; but this should not 
be a given assumption anymore. Thanks to CAPSELLA, ICT solutions can be effectively used by 
farmers, agri-food stakeholders and citizens, in order to actively promote more sustainable agricultural 
and food production systems. CAPSELLA is succeeding in putting the farmers and agri-food 
communities at the centre of technological development: all the tools developed by the project answer 
to specific needs and requests of the involved communities and have been developed together with 
them. 
CAPSELLA also opens up to software developers and startups through a series of hackathons and an 
acceleration program. The acceleration program includes a three-month period of Bootcamp, and after 
this, selected developers will access the incubation phase: another three months during which they can 
benefit from free offices, technical and legal assistance, further business training, industry mentoring, 
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services, and fundraising aid. 
In the end, by offering innovative ICT solutions able to respond to the needs of local communities, 
CAPSELLA will create and improve individual and collective interest and awareness on agro-
biodiversity, food production and food supply chains. This will be useful for all related communities 
and actors, but also for all the citizens interested in the quality of food products and in environmental 
sustainability issues. 
Visit the CAPSELLA website here. 
 

Description of the outcome 
CAPSELLA is developing several tools for its communities; at the present stage it is possible to access 
and use the following: 

• The CAPSELLA platform including the metadata catalogue and the open datasets 

• A tool providing food data analytics, piloted with the Greek community of Stevia producers 
CAPSELLA Platform: 
An innovative and flexible platform supporting all stages of data storage, management and processing 
through a set of independent but connected services. The platform serves all the pilot applications the 
project is developing and can be exploited by external applications too. It includes the metadata 
catalogue and the CAPSELLA open datasets which are available to researchers, communities through 
a rich user interface and/or an API (Application Programming Interface).  
Food Product Data Analytics;  
A technical solution developed for a vertical food production unit: the Stevia Hellas Cooperative. It 
allows the collection, processing and presentation of information related to Stevia from various sources 
containing open datasets. These sources are social media, where insights about users’ opinions can be 
explored and publications referring to latest cultivation techniques that can improve the yield of the 
Cooperative’s farmers.  
This tool helps producers in understanding what their customers think about their product and keep 
them updated on the emerging farming techniques and related discoveries. 
The output is available here: http://www.stevianet.gr/dashboard 
Storytelling on food production 
This tool help farmers in creating and distributing to multiple social media, short stories about their 
farm and product. This with the aim of increasing consumer awareness on healthier and more 
localised. 
This tool is available at: http://capsella-pilots.madgik.di.uoa.gr/storytelling-pilot/welcome 
Other tools piloted by the CAPSELLA project are available here: http://www.capsella.eu/pilots/ 

What you need to use it 
The CAPSELLA platform can be exploited by using its available REST interfaces. A basic knowledge 
of consuming APIs and in particular REST services is required. No specific knowledge is required for 
using the CAPSELLA catalogue portal. 
The CAPSELLA Food Product Data Analytics application targets end-users and basic field knowledge 
would be helpful for exploiting it. 

Do you want to contribute? 
Persons interested in the following actions should contact the project team at: 
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• Share open data through the CAPSELLA catalogue portal 

• Exploit and/or further develop the CAPSELLA platform 

• Test and provide input for any of the CAPSELLA pilot applications 

• Provide feedback and suggest enhancements for any of the outputs 
 

4.3 Fighting against ozone pollution! 
 

Main Benefits Target audience Technology areas 

Measure and act against pollution Citizens Open hardware 

 
NGOs, associations, 
charities and social 
enterprises, researchers 

 

 Farmers’ associations and 
communities  

UN Sustainable goals 

 
 

Developed by: CAPTOR 

 
Pollution is one of the major issues of our time and it is responsible for considerable damages to health, 
agriculture and to the natural environment. A lot of information is still missing, and the possibility for 
citizens to collectively act against air pollution is limited, especially in relation to pollution in the 
countryside. 
This lack of awareness about air pollution in the countryside is related to several factors. Among the 
others, expensive stations dedicated to pollution monitoring are localised on small parts of the territory 
and thus impede to monitor wide areas. In addition, information collected from stations deployed on 
the territory are generally not very accurate in terms of the data produced, and this can prevent public 
authorities to take them in the due consideration. 
CAPTOR addresses these issues by joining civil society, research and technology. It allows citizens 
to use low cost sensors for monitoring pollution. 
To improve people's awareness and capability to fight against air pollution by asking for political 
action and support, CAPTOR creates sensors which can collect trustworthy data, and a platform on 
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which to share that data and discuss about it. The platform is available at CaptorAir.org. 

Description of the outcome 
CAPTOR’s sensors and platform supports citizens, NGOs and scientists in finding bottom-up solutions 
using technology to monitor ozone pollution and use the data collected for  improving social 
conditions. 
CAPTOR fights against ozone, which is frequently considered a forgotten pollutant, in the sense that 
it is formed in rural areas through chemical reactions from precursor gases emitted mainly in urban 
environment. 
To monitor the concentration of this kind of pollution, CAPTOR has developed low cost sensors for 
real time monitoring in the sites where sensors have been installed. 
In 2017, three pilots have been deployed in Spain, Italy and Austria and the sensors have been deployed 
and tested. 
From a technological point of view, sensors are based on open hardware technology. This means that 
citizens, using the guidelines provided by the project, will be able to easily build their own sensors, 
install them and share the collected data on the dedicated application. Once the data is collected, the 
CAPTOR platform has a dedicated space for discussion in order to mobilize locals to ask for political 
attention on the issue.  
 

 
Figure 8 CAPTOR sensor 

What you need to use it 
Citizens interested in developing their own sensors following the CAPTORS guidelines will need basic 
electronic skills, basic technical equipment and an internet connection. For using the assembled 
sensors basic Internet usage skills are sufficient. 
 

Do you want to contribute? 
CAPTOR sets up a network of low-cost sensors, maintained by European Citizens. 
If you want to use CAPTOR sensors, you can contact the project asking to become a sensor’s host. 
Visit now www.captor-project.eu/en/join/collect-ozone-data/ 
The data collected so far are available at: https://www.captor-project.eu/en/local-activities/ 
Guidelines for assembling your own sensors can be found here: https://www.captor-project.eu/en/ 
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4.4 Enabling a fair, transparent supply chain 
 

Main Benefits Target audience Technology areas 

Make better informed decisions about 
economy and consumption Citizens Open data 

Make citizens’ voices heard 
NGOs, associations, 
charities and social 
enterprises, researchers 

Open Knowledge 

Make everyday life more sustainable Social movements and 
activists  

Promote education and collaborative 
learning 

Universities and research 
centers  

Support sustainable production 
practices Decision makers  

   
 

UN Sustainable goals 

 
 

Developed by: CHAINREACT 

 
These days, it is very common to buy something that has been produced in the other side of the world 
by an unknown company. We may know the brand, the designer and even the company’s approach to 
the market very well, but all this information is related to the last part of the production value chain: 
the end product and its marketing. We know little about where the raw materials came from, how the 
product was assembled, how many small companies were involved, and how the workers were treated. 
Companies themselves often do not know these details. 
In the era of the digital transparency and big data, information provided by corporations and firms on 
supplier networks is still poor. 
CHAINREACT provides tools to engage people in the identification and reporting of irresponsible 
behaviours within supplier networks. Only if people start reporting violations will it be possible to 
make the supplier network more transparent, understandable, and just. 
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The involvement of people and workers could really give a start to more virtuous and fair practices in 
which the corporations themselves improve transparency and citizens and policy makers have a outlet 
and voice. 

Description of the outcome 
To support citizens in improving global conditions for workers in every part of the planet, digital 
technologies can make the difference. 
CHAINREACT is developing a human rights reporting app called The Whistle. The app supports 
workers and individuals to report corporate behaviours: people can report violations they are aware of 
and submit them on The Whistle in a secure and trustworthy way. The platform performs a report 
verification in order to create a critical source of information for anybody who needs to access 
information on corporate behaviour. Aggregate data from the Whistle goes to WikiRate (a corporate 
social responsibility platform) where violations in the supply chain can be tracked alongside other 
environmental and social impacts. NGOs are part of the process providing cross-referred information, 
and supporting whistle-blowers. The aim is to push companies to be more aware of improve their 
impacts in supply chains, and to adopt fair behaviours and drastically reduce workers rights’ violations. 
NGOs and political decision-makers are already supporting CHAINREACT, because change can only 
happen if people along the value chain are included. Visit the websites of The Whistle here and 
WikiRate here. 
 

 
Figure 9 Screenshot of The Whistle website 

 What you need to use it 
Citizens and workers can assess The Whistle by their PC or mobile phone, they only need an internet 
connection. The Whistle is still in a testing phase: a first version will be released soon. Visit the website 
(www.thewhistle.org) to be informed about next releases.  
The WikiRate platform, as part of ChainReact, gathers data on company Environmental, Social and 
Governance performance, as well as relationships, mapping corporate supply chain networks. 
Combining this key information allows analysis on the health of supply chains and company 
performance in one place. Anyone can use the site to access or contribute data.  

Do you want to contribute? 
Any entity that works with corporate violations can partner with The Whistle to gather citizen- and 
worker-generated reports. Get in touch through the website. 
Visit the WikiRate website to contribute, or get in touch at info@wikirate.org 
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4.5 Boosting community resilience in disasters 
 

Main Benefits Target audience Technology areas 

Make communities more resilient Citizens Open Knowledge 

Make citizens’ voices heard Public administrations Mobile 

  Big data 

UN Sustainable goals 

 

 Developed by: COMRADES 

 
Disasters and other crises frequently provoke damage and chaos all over the world. Factors such as 
culture, history and geography can influence the capacity of a community to respond and recover from 
such events.  
Fortunately, technology can play a role in the response phase and influence the capacity of a 
community to react to crisis. For example, fostering access to information for all parties involved in a 
crisis is a way to enable people to become more aware of what is happening, and to empower them to 
consciously act. 
To overcome the many barriers related to information access during crises, COMRADES collaborative 
platform support communities during crises by ensuring that they receive valuable trusted, and 
integrated information posted about the crises on social media.  For dong so, the COMRADES 
platform uses the latest Artificial Intelligence techniques to help citizens and digital responders by 
automatically identifying and discarding content that is irrelevant, uninformative or untrustworthy - 
typical characteristics of data shared during crises on social media.  
COMRADES also helps communities to establish contact after a crisis in order to share information 
and collaborate. 
Already tested in difficult contexts, the use of the COMRADES platform produces benefits both from 
an economic and social perspective. It also enhances the capacity of private and public actors to be in 
touch with civil society during difficult situations. 
Visit the COMRADES website here 
 

Description of the outcome 
Boosting community resilience in case of emergency is not easy, but technology can assist.  
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Just think about what has recently happened during emergencies such as hurricanes. Massive 
information is provided by citizens and other actors on social media and beyond, but how much of this 
information is relevant and useful? Which information discusses emergency events? Who knows who 
is providing the correct information? How is it possible to know which information is trustworthy and 
which is not? 
COMRADES helps to solve these issues by providing a platform that brings together people and A.I. 
methods to establish an efficient and crisis-tailored information sharing environment.   
The COMRADES platform has been developed over the well-known Ushahidi (www.ushaidi.com) 
platform for crisis mapping, thus giving the chance to users to perform new activities such as: 

• Quickly filter the citizen reports as they arrive from social media and mobile texts 

• Remove uninformative and irrelevant ones  

• Point out unreliable sources 

• Pick up, and alert, to several lone messages requesting urgent help during a crisis 

• Extract, group, and monitor unfolding emergency micro-events (e.g., people injured, shelter 
or medical requests). 

To perform all the previous tasks, COMRADES has developed several outputs that make the platform 
work. The most prominent outputs are YODIE and CREES. 

• YODIE is a multilingual named entity recognition and disambiguation based on the GATE 
architecture, and is made available to the community as open source software. 

• CREES. One of the mostly used technologies by humanitarian organisations is spreadsheets. 
CRESS Google Sheets Add-on can be installed from Google library, to add three new 
spreadsheet functions that can be used to automatically label the information in the sheet with 
regards to relevancy to a crisis, type of event (e.g., earthquake, typhoon), and type on 
information (e.g., caution and advise, affected individuals).    

• RUMOR VERACITY CLASSIFIER is a service for automatically determining whether a 
given Tweet is a rumour, not a rumour, or unverifiable. The aim of this service is to tackle the 
spread of rumourous content on social media during disasters. One advantage of this service 
is that it only needs to analyse the content of the tweet to reach its verdict, by using a deep 
learning model to measure the likelihood of the tweet being a rumour. 
 

COMRADES realizes the interrelation between data science and information processing and 
management to provide support to all the stakeholders affected by crises. 
Watch a short video about the COMRADES platform here: 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/n11qn9q3gcinq6r/comrades.mov?dl=0 
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Figure 10 Rumour veracity classifier access page 

What you need to use it 
The COMRADES platform doesn’t require any specific skills or ability but only a web access via 
computer or mobile and basic common web skills.  
Do you want to your community to be resilient in case of emergency? Check here how to do it 
http://www.comrades-project.eu/get-involved.html 
More information about how to use CRESS is available here: https://evhart.github.io/crees/add-
on/quick-start-guide/. It can be installed as a Google Add-on (a GoogleDrive account is needed for 
doing so), this is not difficult, but may need some familiarity with the procedure. See examples at the 
following site: website https://evhart.github.io/crees/add-on/quick-start-guide/ and a video here: 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/67wqev40c8lr3o4/crees_2.mp4?dl=0 
 
More info on Rumour Veracity Classifier can be found here: 
https://cloud.gate.ac.uk/shopfront/displayItem/rumour-veracity. For using it just type or upload a 
document, and receive one of these labels (true, false, unverified) to indicate whether it is truly a 
rumour, not a rumour, or cannot be verified. The confidence score for the label will also be returned. 
 

Do you want to contribute? 
The COMRADES Platform will be freely available in open source repositories.  
YODIE is available on gate cloud at: https://gate.ac.uk/projects/comrades/index.html 
CREES is available on GitHub here https://evhart.github.io/crees/add-on/quick-start-guide/ 
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4.6 Encouraging more sustainable car and road usage. 
 

Main Benefits Target audience Technology areas 

Make everyday life more sustainable 
Social innovation 
organisations and 
networks 

Big data 

Measure and act against pollution Citizens at large Open data 

Make better informed decisions about 
economy, production and consumption  Researchers Mobile 

Get in touch with persons with similar 
interests, values and needs Promote 
health and wellbeing 

 Decision makers  

Make everyday life more sustainable Public administrations.  

 
 

UN Sustainable goals 

 

Developed by: Crowd4Roads 

 
Public road infrastructure is one of the most valuable assets of a country, and it has a significant impact 
on urban and economic development, mobility, and quality of life. Infrastructure quality, monitoring, 
maintenance, and usage are important issues for drivers, public administrations, decision makers, and 
citizens at large. The Crowd4Roadsproject tackles road infrastructure sustainability issues: it combines 
BlaBlaCar, the largest trip-sharing community worldwide with more than 10 million users, and 
SmartRoadSense, a crowd-sensing system that monitors road surface quality while people are driving. 
The Crowd4Roads project raises awareness of the sustainability issues, including road quality and car 
occupancy rates, and promotes sharing economy or active citizenship initiatives. 
Visit the Corwd4Road website here. 
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Description of the outcome 

SmartRoadSense monitors road quality by exploiting the accelerometers in everyday devices such as 
smartphones. It transforms each mobile phone to become a non-intrusive sensor of road surface 
quality, made available by volunteers while they drive, without requiring special instruments, user 
attention, or interfering with the normal activity of the car. While users drive to their destination, 
talking with other passengers, listen to their favourite music or looking at the landscape. The 
SmartRoadSense app estimates the roughness of the road’s surface. Roughness estimates are collected 
by a server, where they are processed, aggregated, and finally published, both as an interactive online 
map and as downloadable and reusable Open Data packages. SmartRoadSense has been released in 
Italy in February 2015. Over the first month of activity, the surface roughness of more than 10,000 km 
of roads has been monitored, roughly corresponding to more than 1% of the total Italian road network. 
From the launch of the Crowd4RoadsS project in 2016, approx. 45,000 km of roads have been mapped 
by engaging BlaBlaCar users. 

Visit the outcome website here: http://smartroadsense.it  
 

  

Figure 11 SmartRoadSense application 

Video, English: https://youtu.be/vW9NSJ8MlxY 

What you need to use it 
In order to participate, a smartphone is required (iOS or Android), to install the SmartRoadSense 
application, and a vehicle. It is also suggested to make use of a tool to attach the smartphone to the 
vehicle as rigidly as possible, such as a smartphone bracket or a mat. 
 

Do you want to contribute? 
Usage of the system is very simple: once the SmartRoadSense application has been downloaded and 
installed on the smartphone, users need to ensure that the smartphone is correctly attached to the 
vehicle (using a rigid bracket or a similar system) and thus activate the app when they start driving. 
Data is automatically collected and transmitted. 
Data gathered by users is released using an open license and can be downloaded from the official 
website: http://smartroadsense.it/open-data.html 
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4.7 A reward for your time 
 

Main Benefits Target audience Technology areas 

Make everyday life more sustainable  
Social innovation 
organisations and 
networks 

Big Data 

Make communities more resilient 
NGOs, associations, 
charities and social 
enterprises 

IoT 

Get in touch with persons with similar 
interests, values and needs Citizens at large Mobile 

Learn more about ICT for social good 
and collaborative practices 

Public administrations and 
decision makers Cloud 

 Social movements and 
activists  

 Universities and research 
centers  

 Other CAPS projects  

UN Sustainable goals 
All 

Developed by: Crowd4Roads 
Public road infrastructure is one of the most valuable assets of a country, and it has a significant impact 
on urban and economic development, mobility, and quality of life. Infrastructure quality, monitoring, 
maintenance, and usage are important issues for drivers, public administrations, decision makers, and 
citizens at large. The Crowd4Roadsproject tackles road infrastructure sustainability issues: it combines 
BlaBlaCar, the largest trip-sharing community worldwide with more than 10 million users, and 
SmartRoadSense, a crowd-sensing system that monitors road surface quality while people are driving. 
The Crowd4Roads project raises awareness of the sustainability issues, including road quality and car 
occupancy rates, and promotes sharing economy or active citizenship initiatives. 
Visit the Corwd4Road website here. 

 Description of the outcome 
The tool, called WOM - Worth One Minute - is a general-purpose rewarding platform that give value 
to the time people dedicated to any activity with a positive social impact. It is based on a voucher 
exchange system. A WOM, indeed, is a digital voucher granted to a citizen who dedicates a minute to 
the common good. WOMs are anonymous, but they retain information on the aim for which they were 
earned and on the time and place where this happened. Aims of collective interest are established by 
an ethical committee and the platform is open to be adopted by any instrument/initiative wishing to 
give something back to citizens that volunteer their time for the community. WOMs are managed by 
a mobile app, installing on volunteers’ devices, and they can be monetized thanks to third-party 
merchants willing to reward citizens by granting discounts on goods and services. Citizens can use the 
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WOM for getting discounts or dedicated service and Merchants’ Points of Sale can apply filters to 
WOM metadata (aim, place, time) in order to accept only those WOMs which are more coherent with 
their own motivations and aims. For example, a bike retailer can decide to give discounts only to those 
citizens that earned WOM by cleaning the local biking paths, while Municipality can give free-parking 
to all those earned WOM by mapping the quality of city air with low-cost sensors.  

 
Figure 12 WOM logo 

To learning more about WOM, please see: https://wom.social/ 

What you need to use it 
Citizens need to install on their mobile devices a free app, called WOM Pocket. 
Merchants need to use either a web app, or a mobile app, called WOM POS. 
Instruments owners (e.g., no-profit organizations, associations) need to contact support@wom.social 
to link their instruments to the platform. 

Do you want to contribute? 
The app is finalized. It can be interesting to know that the WOM platform is based on web services 
implemented by a centralized entity called Registry. Client-side applications that can run on any 
mobile device. Interactions between WOM pocket (the mobile app that manages the WOMs earned 
by a volunteer) and WOM POS (the app used by merchants to manage payment instances) is based on 
QRcodes. 

4.8 Supporting democratic participation in cities’ budgets  
 

Main Benefits Target audience Technology areas 

Make better informed decisions about 
local economy, production and 
consumption 

Public administrations Other 

Increase the deliberative quality of 
citizen engagement 

NGOs, associations, 
charities and social 
enterprises 

 

Get in touch with persons with similar 
interests, values and needs Citizens at large  
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Make ICT more inclusive and 
respectful of users’ rights   

Support social inclusion.   

UN Sustainable goals 

 
 

Developed by: Empatia 

 
European citizens are asking more and more to participate in the management of their cities, and to 
have their voices heard in terms of policy priorities and budget spending. In the last decades, 
participatory budgeting processes - in which community members directly decide how to spend part 
of a public budget – have spread all over the world. Many cities are carrying on participatory budgeting 
processes in which citizens set priorities for public spending, propose projects, votes others’ projects 
and monitor the actual progress of the most voted ones.  
Each city, of course, need to adjust the process to its needs and to the specific demands of its 
community. In this, technology can help by enabling a larger participation compared to face-to-face 
methods, allowing the engagement of categories for which is difficult or not usual to engage in public 
debate, and by gathering and improving the transparency of the process itself.  
Of course, the process and the needed technology can be costly, especially for small municipalities 
and particularly in period of economic crises. In this landscape Empatia provides an open source 
solution that can be easily adjusted to local needs and that has already been tested in several European 
cities. 
Visit the EMPATIA website here 
 

Description of the outcome 
Empatia is for participatory budgeting what WordPress is for websites: it gives a modular, adaptive 
and interoperable platform that is ready to use to the persons in charge of participatory process within 
each municipality. Each municipality can personalize EMPATIA not only in terms of graphic outlines, 
but also tailoring the features of the platform on the deliberative procedure of any participatory process. 
It means that any municipality can autonomously decide, for example, the parameters required to 
submit a proposal, how many stages of consultation will take place, what kind of voting method will 
be used to select proposal, and many other features that could be configured dynamically via the 
backend interface.  
It is important to highlight that a single installation of EMPATIA is able to manage multiple processes 
and multiple websites. When it is not used “all-in-one”, EMPATIA’s tools can be integrated in already 
existing participatory software by using only the modules that are really needed. EMPATIA has been 
developed by putting the need to make participatory budgeting inclusive at the centre, so that the 
technology is designed for allowing access to different users despite their language, digital skill and 
level of education. Finally, EMPATIA allows citizens to better interact with local governments and to 
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learn from previous experience by providing impactful metrics and analytics about the whole process, 
and by allowing better transparency and independent assessment on the results of each process. 
Visit the video channel https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBasgDf_YdUl-zNWJ1KlVjw  
 

What you need to use it 
Interested municipalities can already start to use the code released publicly. Nonetheless, at the current 
stage of development of the non-technical documentation, it could be useful to get in touch with 
members of the EMPATIA team in order to receive proper training about how to use it. Once a 
municipality will start using EMPATIA solutions its citizens will only need a computer with an 
internet connection to interact on it.  
EMPATIA also includes various features designed for being used also in combination with face-to-
face participatory process. In this case, citizens will need no technology at all, but will take part to 
public events in which, for example, they will be able to vote using a specific device (kiosks based on 
RaspberryPI) also developed by the project. 

Do you want to contribute? 
The rationale behind EMPATIA requires that the technological choices are a consequence of the 
organizational model/procedure chosen. In this way technology do not drive the deliberation of citizen, 
but is used to support it in a complementary manner, to boost and amplify social innovations that have 
been delivered in-person for decades before crossing digital technologies. In order to allow it, 
EMPATIA is designed to ensure the highest flexibility and adaptability operable through a graphical 
backend interface. The skills required to configure and manage EMPATIA could be compared to those 
necessary to use the most common CMS based on PHP, like WordPress or Drupal. 
 
Any city that is interested to use EMPATIA has two main options:  

1. Use EMPATIA in a SaaS deployment. In this case a third party will take care of the 
configuration of the platform for the specific use case. The third party could be a member of 
the EMPATIA consortium, but also new other private players that could be interested in 
providing services based on EMPATIA code, under the framework of the code’s license. Each 
municipality will still require to commit resources and personnel necessary to manage the 
platform along the process, including for example the moderation of comments and proposals, 
the management of multimedia content for public communication, the verification of users, 
etc.  

2. Install EMPATIA locally on its own server, using the code published on Github and related 
documentation. In this case a higher technical skill level is required to install and configure 
the platform properly. Even if more complex, this solution has the advantage to offer to city 
the full autonomy on the configuration of available features and full control of data collected 
and generated through the platform.  

 
Visit the link to the documentation at: https://github.com/EMPATIA and 
https://hub.docker.com/u/empatia/ 
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4.9 Citizen Sensing: Open hardware sensors for citizen science 
 

Main Benefits Target audience Technology areas 

Make everyday life more sustainable Citizens at large IoT 

Measure and act against pollution Decision makers  Open Hardware  

Make citizens’ voices heard Social movements and 
activists Open Knowledge 

Make communities more resilient Makers IoT 

Get in touch with persons with similar 
interests, values and needs Researchers  

Make ICT more inclusive and respectful 
of users’ rights 

NGOs, associations, 
charities and social 
enterprises 

 

Learn more about ICT for the social 
good and collaborative practices   

Promote education and collaborative 
learning   

Promote health and wellbeing   

 

UN Sustainable goals 

 
 

Developed by: MakingSense 

 
Running citizens science activities means engaging citizens and communities in research processes. 
In the case of the Making Sense project, citizens are not only involved in science initiatives but are 
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protagonists of the research process from design to data analysis. In fact, communities involved in the 
project activities’ co-designed sensor kits, use them at local levels following a precise and self-defined 
agenda, and use the results for taking action at the policy level for improving the life of their cities. 
The focus is on different types of pollution, including soil, air and noise pollution and the lessons 
learned could be very useful for other communities around Europe. 
Visit the MakingSense website here 
 

Description of the outcome 
Making Sense has developed various open source sensors enabling citizens to capture data to better 
understand their living environments and have informed discussions about environmental issues in 
order to take action to achieve real-world results - including a healthier city. 
 
Until recently, environmental sensors were expensive and scarce, although the need for them was 
evident. From 2010, the open hardware community has developed several open source alternatives to 
existing sensors, including the Air Quality Egg, SafeCast and the Smart Citizen Kit. In the context of 
Making Sense, the Smart Citizen Kit has been developed much further, effectively becoming an open 
platform for (aspiring) citizen scientists. Also, Making Sense has developed the open source BORA 
sensor which enables citizens to accurately measure fine particles, humidity and NOx (nitrogen oxides, 
which are crucial gases for air pollution).  
 
More precisely, the Smart Citizens Kit combines sensors and a data-processing board and includes a 
battery and an enclosure. The sensors measure air composition (CO and NO2), temperature, humidity, 
light intensity and sound levels. When ready and activated, the Kit sends data using a Wi-Fi connection 
to the Smart Citizens platform were the data are visualised. The Kit is compatible with Arduino and 
all the design files are Open Source and available on GitHub. 
 
The BORA Kit is focused on air quality sensing activity. It implements the NO2-B43F Alphasense 
sensor to detect NO2. The NO2 gas is usually present in outdoor conditions but the Kit also includes 
a Dust Sensor, a PPD42NS Shinyei optical device which checks the level of PM2.5 and PM10. To 
provide a better understanding of the data and the behaviour of the sensors, the BORA Kit also has a 
temperature/humidity sensor, DHT22. The communication is based on the WiFi module: ESP8266 
and the main functionality of the Kit is based on the Arduino UNO hardware platform. 
 

 
Figure 13 Making Sense sensors 

For the SmartCitizens kit see the video at: https://vimeo.com/video/145620646 
 

What you need to use it 
For assembling the Smart Citizen Kit, interested persons will need to read the open source 
documentation, obtain the parts, assemble the boards and upload the software on it.  
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For using already-assembled kits, citizens will need to perform the on boarding process, place their 
sensor and start interpreting the results.    
To use the BORA Kit, citizens will need a power wall socket, a WiFi network and a device (ex: 
smartphone, tablet) to connect the Kit to the local network. The parts to assemble the device are mostly 
off-the-shelf materials and the interface boards can be made in a digital fabrication laboratory, like a 
FabLab or produced by a factory using the digital files provided in the documentation. The case is 
done using universal stackable cable box. The data can be visualized on the smartcitizen.me website 
once the device is added from the web account. 
 

Do you want to contribute? 
Due to the nature of NO2 sensor, the BORA Kit can be used to detect absolute values of NO2 if the 
sensor is calibrated. In case the calibration is not possible, the data can be used to understand 
fluctuations of the NO2 level during short (daily) or long (monthly) cycles. The kit can also be used 
to detect levels and picks of a particulate matter, in both conditions outdoor and indoor. The 
configuration process of the Kit doesn't require programming skills and the Kit can be connected to 
the WiFi network using a smartphone. The process is described in the technical documentation on 
Github. Useful links are: 

• For the Smart Citizens Kit documentation is available here: 
https://github.com/fablabbcn/smartcitizen-kit 

• A forum for finding support and more about the project is available 
at: https://forum.smartcitizen.me/. 

• API documentation is accessible at: http://developer.smartcitizen.me/ 

• For more detailed hardware specifications visit docs.smartcitizen.me 

• For more information on the BORA Kit please see: https://www.fablabs.io/projects/bora-
sensor-kit 

• The full documentation is available 
at: https://github.com/waagsociety/air_quality_sensor_kit/tree/master/Bora_Kit 
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4.10 Supporting local community wireless networks 
 

Main Benefits Target audience Technology areas 

Make citizens’ voices heard Social innovation 
organisations and 
networks 

IoT 

Make communities more resilient Social movements and 
activists 

Open Networks 

Get in touch with persons with similar 
interests, values and needs 

Makers Open Knowledge 

Make ICT more inclusive and 
respectful of users’ rights 

Universities and research 
centres 

Open Data 

Learn more about ICT for social good 
and collaborative practices 

Researchers Open Hardware 

Support social inclusion Citizens at large  

Promote education and collaborative 
learning 

NGOs, associations, 
charities and social 
enterprises 

 

 People at risk of social 
exclusion  

 CAPS projects  

 

UN Sustainable goals 
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Developed by: MAZI 

 
Nowadays, online communication and virtual communities are increasingly important and often tend 
to substitute for “real” offline contacts among people. In such a scenario, trying to maintain a human, 
local dimension within virtual relationships could seem a utopian and unrealistic task.  
The objective of MAZI is not to replace the Internet, but to complement it with local networks to 
support interactions that are meant to really be local. In fact, only a local community composed of 
individuals that are aware of the needs and necessities of their reality can help in facing specific 
contextualized situations.  
In Greek, MAZI means “together”, and this is the keyword, meaning, and final objective of the project: 
to build local community networks, together with networks of people who already share common 
interests and challenges. The MAZI idea arose during the Internet Science Network of Excellence 
Summer School (2012) where some partners had the chance to meet each other. On that occasion, the 
attendees built up a community network and decided to write a proposal on this topic.  
At the moment, the consortium is a very interdisciplinary one: this means that the partners have the 
same objectives but, at the same time, they speak different languages. Interacting through the toolkit 
as the project's boundary object and finding a common vocabulary is surely a challenge, but this 
multivocality is the only real possibility for staying “together.” 
Visit the MAZI website here. 
 

Description of the outcome 
The MAZI toolkit consists in a DIY (Do-It-Yourself) networking system that can both improve 
Internet connectivity in a specific region and support local interactions and services. The various 
networks (called MAZI Zones) are created, deployed and maintained by local communities and 
address specific local, or more generally shared, interests and needs.  
Visit the video here: https://vimeo.com/211329828 
 

 
Figure 14 The MAZI slogan 
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What you need to use it 
Users can built their own MAZI Zone complete with configurable software applications. Some low-
cost DIY hardware will be needed, plus downloadable resources from the MAZI Toolkit page 
(http://www.mazizone.eu/toolkit/). Full details and instructions for building, deploying and 
maintaining the MAZI zone are included in the guidelines provided at the toolkit page mentioned 
earlier. 
In detail, for a simple version of a MAZI Zone, a Raspberry pi and a microSD card are enough in terms 
of hardware. Regarding the software, everything is provided in the ready-made MAZI toolkit image 
files which can be downloaded from the toolkit page. For a more advanced MAZI Zone users can add 
extra hardware, such as a USB battery for portable usage, or an extra USB Wi-Fi adapter for Internet 
connection, or even input devices (sensor modules, cameras, etc.).  
Through the analytical guidelines provided by MAZI anyone can learn more about social networks 
and DIY networking. In addition, some tips for proper installation are provided together with advice 
on the proper deployment and engagement of people 
Interested people can stay updated to the latest versions released every now and then by the project 
and take advantage of new features by using the one-click update functionality provided through the 
MAZI software.  

Do you want to contribute? 
The MAZI toolkit is in the middle of its development process and anyone can contribute by writing 
code or reporting issues and bugs. Open-source repositories are available online, enabling the active 
participation of local communities in the development of code or the generation of guidelines. External 
feedback for the MAZI User Interfaces as well as for the overall deployment and configuration process 
is extremely helpful for the development team’s goal of properly prototyping the toolkit. 
 

4.11 Reflecting on our online experiences 
 

Main Benefits Target audience Technology areas 

Learn more about ICT for social good 
and collaborative practices 

Citizens at large Other 

Promote education and collaborative 
learning 

  

Get in touch with persons with similar 
interests, values and needs 

 
 

Make ICT more inclusive and respectful 
of users’ rights 

 
 

Learn more about ICT for social good 
and collaborative practices 

 
 

Support social inclusion   

Promote education and collaborative 
learning 
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UN Sustainable goals 

 

Developed by: MAZI 

 
Nowadays, online communication and virtual communities are increasingly important and often tend 
to substitute for “real” offline contacts among people. In such a scenario, trying to maintain a human, 
local dimension within virtual relationships could seem a utopian and unrealistic task.  
The objective of MAZI is not to replace the Internet, but to complement it with local networks to 
support interactions that are meant to really be local. In fact, only a local community composed of 
individuals that are aware of the needs and necessities of their reality can help in facing specific 
contextualized situations.  
In Greek, MAZI means “together”, and this is the keyword, meaning, and final objective of the project: 
to build local community networks, together with networks of people who already share common 
interests and challenges. The MAZI idea arose during the Internet Science Network of Excellence 
Summer School (2012) where some partners had the chance to meet each other. On that occasion, the 
attendees built up a community network and decided to write a proposal on this topic.  
At the moment, the consortium is a very interdisciplinary one: this means that the partners have the 
same objectives but, at the same time, they speak different languages. Interacting through the toolkit 
as the project's boundary object and finding a common vocabulary is surely a challenge, but this 
multivocality is the only real possibility for staying “together.” 
Visit the MAZI website here. 
 

Description of the outcome 
Polylogue is an interactive installation, fed by visitors through their mobile devices locally. Through 
an open WiFi, anybody in reach can send text messages which are printed immediately on a paper roll 
that runs in-between two translucent, black boxes.  
Polylogue offers a physical experience analogue to apps like Snapchat and thus serves as an antithesis 
to the internet’s “eternal memory“, as the messages and their relationships only exist situational. 
Unlike digital messages, which often travel for thousands of kilometres, messages submitted to 
“Polylogue” travel exactly 2m until reaching their final destination.  
It depends on the density of conversations how long it takes for a message to get from one box to the 
other to be shredded: the more and the faster visitors feed the installation, the more short-lived a single 
message becomes. 
See the video about polylogue here: https://vimeo.com/158835693 
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Figure 15 Polylogue 

What you need to use it 
When a user is in front of Polylogue, they just need a Wi-Fi device - smartphone, laptop, computer – 
in order to connect to the open Wi-Fi network of Polylogue. As soon as the user is connected, a captive 
portal will open where they can write their messages and send them to be printed on the paper roll 
together with other messages sent by other users in reach of the Wi-Fi signal. 

Do you want to contribute? 
Anyone can contribute, since it is open-source and all information (including files for the laser cutter 
etc.) can be found on GitHub. 
Github repository: https://github.com/lutzer/polylogue 
 

4.12 Supporting collaboration between Makers and manufacturing 
 

Main Benefits Target audience Technology areas 

Support sustainable production 
practices 

Makers Other 

Get in touch with persons with similar 
interests, values and needs 

SMEs outside the ICT 
sector 

 

Promote education and collaborative 
learning 

Researchers, Social 
movements and activists  

Make ICT more inclusive and respectful 
of users’ rights 

 
 

Learn more about ICT for social good 
and collaborative practices 

 
 

Support social inclusion   

Promote education and collaborative 
learning 
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UN Sustainable goals 

 
 

Developed by: OPENMAKER 

 
The 4th Industrial Revolution is knocking on Western doors. This will mean many things, amongst 
which will be an increasing need of collaboration between the various categories of creatives and 
producers. In such a revolutionary mind-shift, the OPENMAKER project has a simple objective: to 
connect manufacturers and makers, bridging in this way two worlds that will be increasingly connected 
in the future.  
The core part of the project consists in online and offline activities: 
Offline: the accelerator programme: the OPENMAKER community has launched an Open Call 
through which €400,000 will be available to fund 20 different projects. Winning projects will be 
supported in the physical Accelerators located in Florence (Italy), Bratislava (Slovakia), Bilbao 
(Spain) and the Midlands (UK). 
Online: the OPENMAKER Platform: the OPENMAKER community will enjoy a dedicated online 
space and have the possibility to learn, share and connect with fellow community members locally and 
internationally. 
The OPENMAKER project has in its title its mission and philosophy: “Open” because only an open 
idea of society, ready for intersections and mutual sharing could be the surrounding environment for 
driving sustainable change; an openness that before of being a practical and empirical effect, is 
especially a background approach, a paradigm able to shape the way of thinking the present. “Maker” 
not only because of the social movements that are currently growing and emerging all around Europe, 
but more generally for an idea of diffused participation and co-creation of the world to come; an active 
attitude that should be the key for building from below the Europe of the future.  
Visit the OPENMAKER website here 
 

Description of the outcome 
The OPENMAKER platform is both a meeting point and a tool to enable an environment for makers 
and manufacturers that serves as a catalyst for stakeholders involved in the emergent open 
manufacturing paradigm. Depending on users’ preferences, the platform shares relevant articles and 
events which are respondent to users’ needs.  
Ultimately the platform aims to facilitate partnerships between users, providing them with a digital 
space to stay engaged online beyond their participation in physical and community based activities in 
the local Accelerators. The platform is also useful to learn about the 20 project ideas to be financially 
supported by OPENMAKER.   
General introductory video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nbVbzH2Tt0g&t=12s 
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What you need to use it 
For accessing the platform no specific skill is required, the user will just need to register on the platform 
and provide some basic information. 

Do you want to contribute? 
Platform members will be able to share their preferences, social media and any other information 
useful to define the community and facilitate partnerships with other members. The platform also uses 
a referral system, so a registered user can invite new users to join the community. Finally, the platform 
functions as the entry point to submit applications in response to the Open Call. 
More information on the platform are available at: 
http://explorer.OPENMAKER.eu/?next=/search/members/ 
 

4.13 Tackling water issues through participation  
 

Main Benefits Target audience Technology areas 

Support sustainable production 
practices 

Public administrations and 
decision-makers 

Open knowledge 

Promote health and wellbeing Water professionals and 
practitioners 

 

Promote education and collaborative 
learning 

Citizens 
 

Make ICT more inclusive and 
respectful of users’ rights 

Researchers, universities 
and research centres  

Learn more about ICT for social good 
and collaborative practices 

 
 

Support social inclusion   

Promote education and collaborative 
learning 

 
 

 

UN Sustainable goals 
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Developed by: POWER 

 
Water has a huge impact on every aspect of our lives. Rapid urbanisation, climate change, and 
inadequate maintenance of water and waste infrastructures in cities are contributing to impacts such 
as flooding, water scarcity, water pollution, and adverse health effects. Despite the urgent need to 
address these challenges, the level of engagement and action is poor. 
The aim of the POWER project is to increase engagement at all levels: to engage and mobilise 
individuals, public organisations, policy makers and cities through the POWER platform in a 
discussion on key issues such as water scarcity, flood risk, water quality, and water conservation. 
POWER has developed a digital social platform to deliver a participatory process based on stakeholder 
engagement and knowledge access. 
With a consortium of water experts and practitioners, POWER will increase civil society’s 
participation by asking for support and action at the political level. 
At the local level is the involvement of cities, fostering the implementation of local policies and climate 
change governance, to deliver social innovation. The opportunity for citizens to learn more about 
water, to implement more informed and aware decisions and behaviours, will help to deliver a wide 
impact. 
 
Visit the POWER website here 
 

Description of the outcome 
Trustworthy and relevant information and the engagement of the right actors is not always immediately 
available. To overcome this issue, POWER is developing local online water communities (piloted in 
four cities) and a dedicated best practices repository. 
The topics addressed are the following: 

• Extreme weather events including flooding 

• Reduction of water consumption 

• Variables related to water conservation 

• Quality of water including water reuse 

• Water governance 
The water communities (piloted in Milton Keynes, Sabadell, Leicester and Jerusalem) aim to bring 
together policy-makers, professionals and citizens to discuss locally-relevant water issues and to bring 
about change at a political, community and personal level. A key innovation is the use of gamification 
to promote user engagement. 
The best practice repository collects case studies from the challenges tackled by the four pilot 
cities as well as international front-runners to share insights with a global audience. 
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Figure 16 Screenshot of the POWER web-page 

What you need to use it 
The water communities are accessible as website and app. The best practices repository does not need 
any particular skills, only requiring access to the internet. 
 

Do you want to contribute? 
The water communities and the best practice repository are interactive: accessible to all and allowing 
registered users to contribute with their own comments and tips.  

4.14 Reduce food waste and increase community resilience  
 

Main Benefits Target audience Technology areas 

Make everyday life more sustainable NGOs, associations, 
charities and social 
enterprises 

Other 

Make communities more resilient Citizens at large  

Make better informed decisions about 
economy, production and consumption 

SMEs outside the ICT 
sector   

Get in touch with persons with similar 
interests, values and needs 

 
 

Promote health and wellbeing, Support 
social inclusion  
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UN Sustainable goals 

 
 

Developed by: SavingFood 

 
SavingFood is a project that looks at one fundamental right: the right to food. In a world where millions 
of people live in hunger or situations of food insecurity, the great amount of food that is discarded and 
wasted daily is unbelievable. In Europe this is about 173 kg per person every year, for a total cost of 
143 million Euros per year, approximately the whole EU budget!  
Adding too these economic and social aspects are the environmental concerns: for example, food waste 
produces an enormous amount of problem-causing methane. 
The SavingFood project tackles these two problems: hunger and food waste. It does so by engaging 
different actors that probably would not have an impactful voice if acting divided, but that can acquire 
visibility and also power if united.  
Through this, donors, citizens and charities are engaged to achieve the same objective: providing a 
fruitful and effective redistribution of food that would be otherwise be wasted, and distribute it to those 
who need it. This process will reduce food waste while fighting hunger from a bottom-up perspective: 
by moving forward from existing food redistribution channels, SavingFood seeks to create a social 
movement for reducing waste: a real social change. 
The process functions quite simply: for example, a farmer who could not sell some products for 
economic or aesthetic reasons can contact a SavingFood coordinator to notify them that some food is 
available for collection. The coordinator puts the necessary information (such as the possible date for 
the collection event, location, type of the products, etc.) in the SavingFood platform, then the volunteer 
citizens receive a notification and can indicate their availability for specific dates and locations. 
Interested persons can register as volunteer, donor or recipient organization and explore the whole 
range of opportunities through the SavingFood platform. 
Even if thought of on a possible world-wide scale, the project is particularly related to the creation and 
the activity of local communities and networks of citizens, farmers, local food businesses and 
associations. For this reason, some of the most relevant social engagement activities are structured by 
the different local communities: the most relevant case is the one of the Disco soup, a sort of social 
dinner where the food that would otherwise be wasted is publicly distributed and shared among the 
members of the local community.  
In the end, in fact, the real objective of SavingFood is to go beyond food redistribution by improving 
awareness and engagement across multiple stakeholders on the topic of food.  
 
Visit the SavingFood website here 
 

Description of the outcome 
The SavingFood Platform enables people to create and improve local networks of shops, farmers, 
welfare associations and volunteers, to better distribute otherwise wasted food.  
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It functions as follows: organizations that have a food surplus give notification through the platform 
and other organizations that have a need for this type of food acquire the request, while volunteers get 
involved to gather and distribute the food.  
In the SavingFood Platform everyone’s needs - food donors, beneficiaries, policy-makers and society 
at large - are met, information is shared and food is effectively distributed. Through the platform, it is 
also possible to access the Food Waste Calculator which can help businesses like supermarkets, 
restaurants, and bakeries etc. get informed on the financial and environmental impact of the food they 
waste. On the basis of this information, they can estimate how much their food wastage currently costs 
them and decide whether to donate it to food organizations that can distribute it to those who are in 
need.  
Visit the video: https://savingfood.eu/videos/ 
 

 
Figure 17 Screenshot of a part of the Saving Food video 

What you need to use it 
For using the platform is it sufficient to access the Internet via a computer. Also for the Food Waste 
Calculator, there is no need for specific skills.  

Do you want to contribute? 
Citizens in the countries where the project is active (Greece, Hungary, the United Kingdom and 
Belgium) are able to access to the platform, connect with the associations that collect the food from 
the donors and indicate their availability for specific days and hours to volunteer and distribute food. 
They can also directly donate the food to the organizations. Citizens of other cities in Europe and 
organisations interested in the topic can contact the project at the following address for learning more 
about the possibility to use the platform at local level: info@savingfood.eu  
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4.15 A space for change makers for a sustainable society 
 

Main Benefits Target audience Technology areas 

Make Citizens’ voices heard Citizens at large; People at 
the risk of Social 
exclusion. 

Other 

Get in touch with persons with similar 
interests, values and needs 

Social innovation and 
Grassroots organizations; 

 

learn more about ICT for social good 
and collaborative practices 

Universities and Research 
Centers;  

Make Citizens’ voices heard associations; charities and 
NGOs  

Promote health and wellbeing, Support 
social inclusion  Software developers;  

 Public administrations  

 People at the risk of Social 
exclusion.  

 

UN Sustainable goals 

 
 

Developed by: Socratic 

 
Digital Social Innovation (DSI) is definitely one of the key ideas of our time, but how can it be fostered 
to improve our societies and reach systemic change? 
In order to support the recognition of the innovation and its development, SOCRATIC provides 
citizens and organizations a collaborative space to identify innovative solutions to achieve the 
Sustainable Development Goals set by the United Nations though a whole new Social Innovation 
Cycle. 
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Through the use of a collective platform, citizens and organizations will be supported in a Social 
Innovation cycle to become change makers by designing and implementing creative ideas using 
services and tools provided by the project. 
Visit the project website here:  
 

Description of the outcome 
To transform an innovative idea into reality, it has to be supported, facilitated and guided. The 
SOCRATIC platform allows a single person, or a group of people, to define the innovative ideas and 
work on the problems of identifying and finding solutions enabling agile social innovation process. 
Innovators not only can work on their own ideas, they can also engage in collective decision making 
processes, discuss and then collectively work on the best ideas to emerge. The final goal is to find 
viable solutions towards the Sustainable Development Goals developed by the UN. 
See an introductory video here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k-oJmDCgvFo 
 

What you need to use it 
The SOCRATIC platform is currently under the pilot testing phase.  It will be available for all citizens 
in March 2018 and will only need Internet access, computer and basic ICT skills to use it, and of course 
the ideas to generate challenges to be solved through collective intelligence and citizen collaboration. 
 

Do you want to contribute? 
Once the platform is open to the public, it will be available for all citizens; Socratic provides an 
integrated solution on how to follow the Social Innovation process easy to understand with the 
following steps: 

1. interested citizens can propose challenges to achieve the sustainable development goals 
2. can invite others to participate with innovative ideas to solve these challenges: thanks to 

collective intelligence it will be possible to select the best ones. 
3. can contribute with others challenges in finding innovative solutions 
4. can start a whole social innovation process: ideation, iteration, prototyping, sustainability, and 

scalability to transform the challenges into solutions generating social impact. 
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4.16 A platform for developing a new collaborative form of welfare 
 

Main Benefits Target audience Technology areas 

Make everyday life more sustainable People at risk of social 
exclusion 

Other 

Make communities more resilient Citizens at large  

Get in touch with persons with similar 
interests, values and needs 

Social movements and 
activists  

Support social inclusion NGOs, associations, 
charities and social 
enterprises 

 

 Social innovation 
organisations and 
networks 

 

 Decision makers  

 Public administrations  

 Researchers  
 

UN Sustainable goals 

 
 

Developed by: PIE News 

 
In the European Union, more than 122 million people (about 24% of the population) are at risk of 
poverty or social exclusion. Among them, 9% of the population is severely materially deprived – for 
example, being unable to pay the bills or face unexpected expenses. Moreover, job insecurity, 
especially among young people, is still a big problem in many European countries: about 25% of 
people living in Europe is made of precarious workers, people unprotected by safety nets, and young 
people who are no longer in the education system, who face difficulties finding a job (NEET, not in 
education, training or employment).  
The PIE News / Commonfare project revolves around the co-design of a digital space 
(commonfare.net) intended as a tool for supporting bottom-up initiatives of social cooperation and 
collaborative welfare which can foster the emergence of new socio-economic alternatives to 
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accumulation, exploitation and precariousness of life — i.e. the Commonfare, or “Welfare of the 
Common” (see Commonfare Manifesto). The design and development of commonfare.net have been 
articulated in different iterations that have involved a diverse set of research and co-design activities 
with people in three pilot countries: Croatia, Italy and the Netherlands. The research participants 
included unemployed youth, precarious workers, vulnerable and concealed self-employed, welfare 
recipients, and non-European migrants.  
Know more about the project by visiting its website here: http://pieproject.eu/ 

Description of the outcome 
The commonfare.net platform is the online space for local communities and people experiencing social 
and economic insecurity where they can meet, communicate with each other, inform and get informed 
about existing welfare state provisions and share good practices on how to handle poverty-related 
issues. More than this, is a space designed by people interested in developing a new approach to 
welfare based on peer-to-peer creation and collaboration, including the creation of a new digital 
currency to support cooperation and sustain the new welfare approach The platform includes useful 
information about welfare state provisions offered in the European states involved in the project, about 
the means for sharing good practices on how to handle everyday life, and about means for a 
collaborative economy. Thanks to the sharing of news and knowledge, people engaged in 
Commonfare.net will improve their awareness and hopefully find solutions for their specific situation. 
Commonfare.net is the online space for local communities and people experiencing social and 
economic insecurity to meet, communicate, inform and get informed about existing welfare state 
provisions, and share good practices on how to handle poverty-related issues. More than this, it is a 
space designed by people interested in developing a new approach to welfare based on peer-to-peer 
creation and collaboration.  
Commonfare.net collects information related to the welfare measures available in the three countries 
("Public Benefits" section) and includes digital storytelling tools for sharing personal and community 
experiences, events and initiatives (“Commoners voices”). The platform also includes a 
“Commonplace” where participants can offer and ask for help, resources, skills and knowledge. 
Exchanges can be settled by gift, through direct trades, or with Common Coin. Commonplace is 
designed to allow people to connect with others to share and build each other's capacity and welfare – 
a place to strengthen the common good. 
Commonfare.net embeds tools of participatory welfare —including a complementary digital token, 
Common Coin— with the aim of fostering the networking of people, communities and experiences 
thereby supporting promising ideas, mutualistic initiatives and self-organised welfare 
experimentations.  
Visit the platform here: http://commonfare.net/ 
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Figure 18 A picture from the CommonFare platform 

What you need to use it 
You need a connected device (Smartphone, Tablet, Laptop, Desktop) and the enthusiasm to participate 
in a smart and rapidly growing digital environment. At the present stage the platform is available in 
four languages: English, Italian, Croatian and Dutch. 

You can navigate commonfare.net without registration. For contributing new contents, 
creating a group for your community and networks, and receiving a basic income in 
Common Coin, you just have to register by providing an email and password. No particular 
skills are needed beside a basic capability to navigate content online.  

Do you want to contribute? 
People interested in supporting the future development of the platform by providing suggestions and 
feedback can get in touch with the project team at: 
info@commonfare.net 
 

4.17 Measuring light pollution worldwide in real time 
 

Main Benefits Target audience Technology areas 

Measure and act against pollution. Researchers Other 

 Software developers  
 

UN Sustainable goals 

 
 

Developed by: Stars4all 

 
How important is natural light? Which kind of negative effects can excess light inflict on the natural 
environment? How many species are affected by light pollution? 
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Light pollution is a serious thing, with enormous negative effects on the environment, the economy, 
and the population. It has been scientifically proven, for instance, that human pathologies such as 
insomnia or stress can be related to light excess. 
Experts on the topic are confident that light pollution matters and it has to be drastically reduced. High-
level organisations share this worry. The United Nations named the 2015 the International Year of 
Light in order to foster the debate on the topic improving citizens’ awareness. 
Building on the relevancy of the topic, Stars4All is in the first line to fight against light pollution. 
Stars4All is creating a structured community of people aware of the problem and ready to fight against 
it. The community will be created through the engagement of all potentially interested people, from 
amateurs to experts, in activities such as games, seminars, events and the streaming of astronomical 
events. 
We all live under the same sky, so why don’t share the same community? 
Visit the Stars4All website here. 
 

Description of the outcome 

The Telescope Encoder and Sky Sensor (TESS) is a compact device to monitor night sky brightness 
every night. This photometer has been designed by astronomers to be installed on the outside, 
measuring 24/7. TESS monitors sky brightness variations every minute and therefore light pollution 
evolution through time. With TESS, users will be able to check the sky brightness using their PCs or 
smartphones (local mode). They can also configure their devices for sending their measurements to 
the Stars4All open data repository. The project is deploying a network of devices around the world 
and they will be available soon for the general public to purchase. 

Access the video here http://stars4all.eu/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/6.jpg 
 

What you need to use it 

To join the STARS4ALL photometer network users will need to install a TESS in a high place (usually 
a roof) with electricity and WIFI connection. After setting the device, the photometer works 
unattended. The design is open hardware and it includes: TESS contents, electronic parts that should 
be soldered onto a printed circuit board, and the control software which runs into a WIFI module.  To 
build their own TESS, users would need to purchase all the parts and mount them according to the 
description, then introduce the software onto the WIFI microchip. Electronics, soldering and computer 
science knowledge are needed for the tasks mentioned. To obtain useful scientific data, the photometer 
should be calibrated with the help from the UCM LICA laboratory. The contact person for this is Jaime 
Zamorano: jzamorano@fis.ucm.es. 

 

Do you want to contribute? 

For set up and how to use TESS photometer please check the manual in English at: 
http://stars4all.eu/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/TESSmanualEnglish.docx 
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4.18 Light pollution: learning by playing 
 

Main Benefits Target audience Technology areas 

Get in touch with persons with similar 
interests, values and needs 

Citizens Open Knowledge 

Make citizens’ voices heard Developers  Mobile 

Promote education and collaborative 
learning 

CAPS projects  

Promote health and wellbeing   

 

UN Sustainable goals 

 
 

Developed by: Stars4all 
How important is natural light? Which kind of negative effects can excess light inflict on the natural 
environment? How many species are affected by light pollution? 
Light pollution is a serious thing, with enormous negative effects on the environment, the economy, 
and the population. It has been scientifically proven, for instance, that human pathologies such as 
insomnia or stress can be related to light excess. 
Experts on the topic are confident that light pollution matters and it has to be drastically reduced. High-
level organisations share this worry. The United Nations named the 2015 the International Year of 
Light in order to foster the debate on the topic improving citizens’ awareness. 
Building on the relevancy of the topic, Stars4All is in the first line to fight against light pollution. 
Stars4All is creating a structured community of people aware of the problem and ready to fight against 
it. The community will be created through the engagement of all potentially interested people, from 
amateurs to experts, in activities such as games, seminars, events and the streaming of astronomical 
events. 
We all live under the same sky, so why don’t share the same community? 
Visit the Stars4All website here. 
 

Description of the outcome 
Digital Social Innovation can be several things, but it is certainly a bridge between technology and 
people. This is why Stars4All has developed this connection, by relying on what people like most: 
games! 
With specific reference to the light pollution issue, the Night Knights web-based game involves users 
in the classification of images taken from the International Space Station (ISS). The game, played in 
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pairs of randomly chosen players, draws upon the fun element to initiate people on the topic of light 
pollution and to consolidate a community of people that share same interests and values.  
The game is also linked to the open competitions launched by Stars4All. In 2017, two competitions 
which reached around a hundred participants awarded two students who participated the chance to 
observe a solar eclipse in the Unites States. 
The engine behind the Night Knights game is also made available open source as a “game enabler”: a 
software component that any developer can re-use to build his own game to engage users in collective 
awareness campaigns. 
Access the video here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WWFco20wLSs  

 
Figure 19 Screenshot of the game entry page 

What you need to use it 
Just accessing the website www.nightknights.eu people can start playing improving their knowledge 
about the sky. The game is available in different languages and it is suitable for any kind of user. 
Interested persons can access the games through the link below: they need only an internet-connected 
device (PC, tablet, mobile) with a Web browser. Interested developers can download and reuse the 
open source code of the game enabler, released with an Apache 2.0 license. 
 

Do you want to contribute? 
Use the link here: https://github.com/STARS4ALL/gwap-enabler 
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4.19 Cleaning data set and have fun while doing it: citizens science and gaming 
 

Main Benefits Target audience Technology areas 

Make better informed decisions about 
economy, production and consumption 

Developers Open Knowledge 

Measure and act against pollution CAPS projects Open Data 

 Universities and research 
centers 

 

 

UN Sustainable goals 
It is an enabling solution that can be applied to different fields, therefore generating impacts on 
different SDGs accordingly to the specific application. 
 

Developed by: Stars4all 
Light pollution is a serious thing, with enormous negative effects on the environment, the economy, 
and the population. It has been scientifically proven, for instance, that human pathologies such as 
insomnia or stress can be related to light excess. 
Experts on the topic are confident that light pollution matters and it has to be drastically reduced. High-
level organisations share this worry. The United Nations named the 2015 the International Year of 
Light in order to foster the debate on the topic improving citizens’ awareness. 
Building on the relevancy of the topic, Stars4All is in the first line to fight against light pollution. 
Stars4All created a structured community of people aware of the problem and ready to fight against it. 
The community has been created through the engagement of all potentially interested people, from 
amateurs to experts, in activities such as games - specifically relevant for this output - seminars, events 
and the streaming of astronomical events. 
Visit the Stars4All website here. 
www.stars4all.eu 

Description of the outcome 
With the rise of big and linked data and knowledge graphs, the need becomes compelling to find 
suitable solutions to increase the coverage and correctness of datasets, to add missing knowledge and 
to identify and remove errors.  
The GWAP Enabler, this is the name of this tool, is an open source software framework that allows to 
design and development of Games With A Purpose in the form of web applications to solve linked 
data refinement issues. The GWAP Enabler addresses specific data linking "purposes" (creation, 
ranking and validation of links) by embedding the respective crowdsourcing tasks to achieve those 
goals within the gameplay. 
 Following the tutorial and modifying the source code, it is possible to develop a Game with a Purpose 
to collect and validate data from/with citizen scientists so that the experience developed by the 
Stars4All project about air pollution could be applied to other fields. 
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Figure 20 The game developed for Star4all 

 

What you need to use it 
The ideal user of this output is a software developer, he/she will need development and deployment 
environment (MySQL, PHP, Apache Web server). The tutorial is available here: 
https://github.com/STARS4ALL/gwap-enabler-tutorial 

Do you want to contribute? 
The source code and related information is available here: https://github.com/STARS4ALL/gwap-
enabler 
 
 

4.20 Make a picture: monitor air pollution! 

Main Benefits Target audience Technology areas 

Make everyday life more sustainable Social movements and 
activists 

Open Data 

Measure and act against pollution Makers IoT 

Learn more about ICT for social good 
and collaborative practices 

NGOs, associations, 
charities and social 
enterprises 

Open Hardware 

Promote health and wellbeing Citizens Mobile 
 

UN Sustainable goals 
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Developed by: hackAIR 

 
hackAIR project tackle a very sensitive topic: that of air pollution and daily exposure of citizens. It 
enables citizens and organisations to easily generate and publish information relevant to outdoor air 
quality, raising collective awareness about the daily levels of human exposure to air pollution. It does 
so by developing a citizens science platform, an app for mobile phones and tutorials for building low-
cost sensors.  
Learn more on the project here: http://www.hackair.eu/ 

 

Description of the outcome 
hackAIR developed different tools that are all connected one each other. First of all the hackAIR 
platform: it is a location-based citizen science platform offering users a map-based interface to open 
or crowdsourced data on the air quality in their neighbourhood. The data about air quality can come 
from the hackAIR app, or by low-cost sensors.  
hackAIR sensors: though them users can build their own air quality sensors to monitor the local air 
quality. The project developed different sensor kits, using open hardware, with a cost for a citizen than 
span from 30 to 50 Euro. The different typologies of sensors and related tutorials are available here: 
http://www.hackair.eu/tutorials/ 
hackAIR app allows citizens to have a rough estimation of the air pollution levels in their location by 
making a simple picture. Users submit photos of the sky, after which an algorithm gives a rough 
estimate of air pollution levels in real time. The app makes also accessible the hackAIR platform with 
all the data coming from sensors if available in the selected location. 
Users can download the App for iOS and Android systems respectively at: 
https://itunes.apple.com/app/hackair/id1337710268 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=gr.draxis.hackair 
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Figure 21 hackAIR app 

What you need to use it 
For using the hackAIR platform an internet access is sufficient. For the App, a user will need a mobile 
phone, while for building the sensors a set of low-cost materials is needed. On this, detailed tutorials 
and videos: http://www.hackair.eu/tutorials/ 

Do you want to contribute? 
Developers can access documentation and code source on dedicated GitHub pages. The access point 
for all the outputs would be the dedicated project page at: http://www.hackair.eu/docs/ 
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4.21 Increase citizens financial awareness 

Main Benefits Target audience Technology areas 

Promote education and collaborative 
learning 

Universities and research 
centers 

Open Knowledge 

Get in touch with persons with similar 
interests, values and needs 

Public administrations  

Support social inclusion NGOs, associations, 
charities and social 
enterprises 

 

Promote health and wellbeing Citizens  

Make better informed decisions about 
economy, production and consumption 

People at risk of social 
exclusion 

 

 

UN Sustainable goals 

 

Developed by: PROFIT 

 
Recent global economic crises and related financial developments have brought to the fore of the 
policy agenda the need for citizens to follow and understand financial trends and threats, national 
accounts and economic developments. PROFIT aims at promoting the financial awareness and 
improve the financial capability of citizens and market participants.  
The ultimate goal is the promotion of more responsible and prudent personal financial behaviour.  
Learn more on the project here: http://projectprofit.eu/ 

 

Description of the outcome 
The Profit platform allows citizens to test their level of understanding of financial issues, access 
financial information and structured training courses and to get rewards for their engagement.  
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Figure 22 The PROFIT platform: main features 

More specifically, thought the Profit platform, users can get: 

• Personal financial educational toolkits  

• Crowdsourcing tools that will process financial data and extract and present collective 
knowledge 

• Advanced forecasting models that exploit the market sentiment in order to identify market 
trends and threats 

• Novel personalized recommendation systems to support financial management according to 
the user’s profile 

• Incentives to encourage the active participation and contribution of citizens through many 
different channels (e.g. posting & rating of financial articles, voting in relevant polls, questions 
& fora) 
 

About the latter, the PROFIT incentive mechanisms comprise a reputation system which reflects the 
quality of user-provided contributions as rated by other PROFIT users, gamification elements (i.e. 
levels, awards, points, interactive quiz game, leaderboard), social incentives (interact with other users, 
play an interactive quiz game against other users, forum, etc.) and financial/tangible rewards such as 
discounts on financial products provided by local cooperatives and alternative banks, and a Financial 
Capability Certificate. 
As mentioned, the PROFIT platform incorporates a novel hybrid recommender system that provides 
recommendations to each user according to their specific interests. These may involve: (i) items (e.g., 
financial news articles, forecast reports, investment suggestions, etc.) that would appeal to them and 
would enhance their financial awareness, and (ii) other users that share similar interests and views, for 
interactive collaborative learning.  
Personalized recommendations are based on user preferences as they are expressed through their 
explicit ratings of items in the PROFIT platform, as well as through their interactions with the platform 
that implicitly indicate their interests, such as posting articles on particular topics, commenting on 
specific articles, participating in polls, etc. 
Learn more here: https://platform.projectprofit.eu/ 
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What you need to use it 
In order to access the and use the Profit platform it is sufficient to have a computer/smartphone 
connected to the Internet.  

Do you want to contribute? 
At the present stage, the platform is finalized, but if interested in collaborations you can get in touch 
with the project team by filling this form: https://platform.projectprofit.eu/contact/form/ 
 
 

4.22 Developing tools for protecting citizens’ digital rights 

Main Benefits Target audience Technology areas 

Make ICT more inclusive and respectful 
of users’ rights 

Social movements and 
activists 

Mobile 

 Software developers  

 

UN Sustainable goals 

 

Developed by: NEXTLEAP 

 
Can we plan and create an internet of the future that put citizens right at the centre of its development? 
What are, first of all, the digital right of European citizens and how can we assure their respect? These 
were key questions for the NEXTLEAP project. In order to answer them, the project team created, 
validates, and deployed communication and computation protocols that can serve as pillars for a 
secure, trust-worthy, annotable and privacy-respecting Internet that ensures citizens fundamental 
rights. NEXTLEAP tools are built on interdisciplinary studies that advance the state of the art in the 
field of internet science of decentralisation.  
Learn more on the project here: https://nextleap.eu/ 

 

Description of the outcome 
ClainChain is a new protocol for messaging developed by the NExtLeap team. In order to be 
decentralized, secure messaging requires an ability to discover key material and guarantee its integrity. 
Typically, today this is done via a single centralized and unstandardised service provider. In order to 
create an interoperable standard around secure messaging, key discovery needs to be decentralized. 
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ClaimChain, builds on both existing work on blockchains while adding new optimizations. 
ClaimChain has been deployed as a prototype in Python code and as a formally verified code.  
Learn more here: https://claimchain.github.io/ 

What you need to use it 
The ideal user of this tool is a software developer or a citizen with advances programming skills. More 
information are available here: https://claimchain.github.io/ 

Do you want to contribute? 
For knowing more and contribute access the source code here: https://claimchain.github.io/ 
 

4.23 Tech solutions for and by makers 

Main Benefits Target audience Technology areas 

Learn more about ICT for social good 
and collaborative practices 

Social innovation 
organisations and networks  

Open Technologies 

Promote education and collaborative 
learning 

Universities and research 
centers 

 

Support sustainable production practices Researchers  

 CAPS projects  

 

UN Sustainable goals 

 

Developed by: Make-it 

 
In the last year, the makers movement has become increasingly popular and has spread all over Europe. 
Open software and hardware are at the core of this movement that adds technology and a DIY approach 
to design and creativity. The MAKE-IT project is aimed at better understanding this movement by 
answering questions such as: How are maker communities organised and governed, what participants 
do and how they behave, and what are the impacts they generate and the added value they bring to the 
society at large? 
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Beside this, the project is developing tools and know-how to support the movement in becoming more 
sustainable and bridging with the CAPS community. 
Visit the MAKE-it website here: http://make-it.io/ 

 

Description of the outcome 
TechRadar maps and visualises future technology developments or trends that will impact how makers 
will create, communicate, organise and do business. With this tool, interested users will be able to 
better understand which technologies are available, considering not only the solutions developed by 
makers but also by the CAPS projects and Digital Social Innovation in general. For each technology 
it is possible to see its level of maturity and the ideal users: there are tools that ready to be used by the 
general public while other require advanced skills that are better suited to innovators. 
TechRadar is based on a database developed by the MAKE-IT project, which still runs and updates it. 
The users can interact with the Radar by selecting the information they want to visualise accordingly 
to technological areas and user groups. 
Learn more here: http://make-it.io:8080/#/about 

What you need to use it 
Once accessed, the TechRadar the user will be able to navigate its content by selecting the interested 
dimensions on both the axis and radius. In this way, the tool will visualise information about different 
technologies, their related state of maturity and the user types (innovators, early adopters, etc.). The 
semi-circles generated by the tool for visualising the information are divided into different categories 
and can also be changed by the user to focus on specific dimensions or categories, such as what is 
state-of-the-art for certain user groups or technologies. Thus any user of the radar can easily compile 
a clear overview by filtering the radar and comparing technology or use types. 
More information and support on TechRadar is available at: https://github.com/Make-IT-
TR/TechRadar 
 

Do you want to contribute? 
The output development can be followed at: https://github.com/Make-IT-TR/TechRadar 
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5 CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS 

This document reports the work done by the ChiC team for mapping, describing and making available 
the socio-technical, scientific and other relevant outputs of the CAPS projects. The report accompanies 
the new section of the CAPSSI portal called: CAPS resources (https://capssi.eu/caps-outcomes/). 
This document and the related sections of the CAPSSI portal were very positively welcomed by the 
majority of the CAPS projects. The challenges though have been to describe, using a standard format, 
very different solutions and to define an approach and a language suitable for quite different solutions 
and audiences.  
As said, the feedback received by the CAPS projects that participated to this exercise have been very 
positive and their collaboration was crucial in finding a good balance between the need of making their 
results accessible by different readers and keeping a good level of details. This document and the 
related portal section constitute an important output not only of the ChiC project but of the CAPS 
community that can help social innovators, ICT experts, innovation consultants and makers to move 
from these achievements, adapt them to different settings and targets and further develop them for the 
good of our societies.  
 
 

 


